Dallas, Texas (January 17, 2022) – Alchemy Creative, Inc. a venture holding company
headquartered in Dallas, Texas is pleased to provide update on the Nanoland U.S.A., Inc
and Japan’s Siddarmark, LLC (Siddarmark) alliance.
NanoLand U.S.A., Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of Alchemy Creative Inc. (ALMY-OTC ) is
a Pennsylvania based corporation and pioneer in the business of specialized nanotechnology applications.
Siddarmark is the international marketing and sales arm of Japan’s Siddarmark Wearable Sensor, Co. Ltd.
(SMS). In 2020 Siddarmark successfully introduced the world´s first biological vital sensor chip made
from CNT yarns consisting of unique Multi-walled CNTs with no size distribution.
While a formal business relationship remains in “good faith” negotiation, the parties have combined
technical expertise and practical experiences into a working relationship and is pleased to report its letter
accepted and published by the Japan Toxicology Society's Fundamental Toxicological Sciences
Committee https://doi.org/10.2131/fts.9.17 “A novel high-purity carbon-nanotube yarn electrode used to
obtain biopotential measurements in small animals: flexible, wearable, less invasive, and gel-free
operation”.
To our knowledge the accepted research study is the first in which CNT-Y electrodes were used to
conduct electrocardiography (ECG) and electroencephalography (EEG) on experimental living
organisms. The Carbon-nanotube yarn (CNT-Y) is made from high-purity, highly crystalized, doublewalled carbon nanotube that provides an advanced material with excellent electrical conductivity and
flexibility; hence the technology could contribute to easy and inexpensive acquisition of high-resolution
biological signals in toxicology studies and further a host of commercial application.
The Parties plan continued evaluation exploring the system’s ability to support advanced SaMD and IoT
devices within the medical health and well-being sectors. The study was supported by the Ministry of
Health, Labor and Welfare, Japan.

Safe Harbor Statement
This release may contain statements that are forward looking. Such statements are made based upon
current expectations that are subject to risk and uncertainty. ALMY does not undertake to update forwardlooking statements in this news release to reflect actual results or any or all changes in assumptions
or other factors affecting said forward-looking information. The actual plans and results of the companies
therefore may differ significantly from such forward-looking Statements which do not provide binding
representations regarding the relationship of the parties or future products.
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